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J. McClelland Cellars proudly introduces its expansion
in the market's fastest growing segment by launching
the JMC Luxury Portfolio. Combining our three
Napa Valley brands under one umbrella, we now offer
our trade, retail and on-premise partners a more comprehensive selection of fine hand-crafted wines expressing
their own personality produced under the watchful
eyes of Paul Scotto and Mitch Cosentino.

YESTERDAY’S TRADITION

With each vintage, JMC is an award winning representation
of Napa Valley's key varietals - Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot and Chardonnay - with another annual
special holiday offering. JMC wines are perennial
90+ point recipients and have garnered many Gold
and Best of Class awards from critics and wine
competitions held across the country.

TOMORROW’S VISION

J. MCCLELLAND CELLARS
NAPA VALLEY
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The Lost Chapters represents the culmination of 5th
generation Winemaker Paul Scotto's dream in the
selection of a few special barrels presenting itself as
a stand-alone release rather than part of a larger blend.
With TLC, Paul and Mitch create wines offering an
exceptional vinous experience originating from an
outstanding vineyard or vineyard block, exhibiting a
layer of excellence and individual character regardless
of vintage, growing area or varietal.

In celebration of the Scotto Family's 50th California
harvest, Paul and Mitch crafted, for its inaugural
release, an extraordinary Meritage blend in 2013
from Napa Valley's historic 2012 vintage. Always
Cabernet focused, the Bordelaise blending components
may change somewhat from vintage to vintage in
keeping with the Old World style envisioned by Paul
and Mitch
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OUR STORY

MEET THE JMC TRIFECTA!

CURRENT RELEASES

In 2008, the Scotto family began preparations
to produce a collection of world class wines from
Napa Valley dedicated to and named for their
long time friend, trusted advisor and iconic
California wine industry personality John
McClelland. The fruit would be sourced from
select Napa Valley vineyards by Winery Director
and Winemaker Paul Scotto and vinified with
Winemaker Mark Smith at the Scotto family's
newly acquired Steele Canyon Cellars winery in
Napa Valley’s eastern hills.

JOHN MCCLELLAND
Co-Founder
John is widely recognized
as an iconic figure in the
California wine industry.
Having put his permanent
stamp on many facets of the
industry, he is regarded as one
of its unsung heroes with six
decades of service and
innovation in winemaking.
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In 2014 the J. McClelland Cellars team was
enhanced with the addition of Mitch Cosentino,
the renowned and frequently awarded winemaker who brought many years of Napa Valley
knowledge, experience and vineyard contacts to
the project. Since the first release in 2015, JMC
wines have garnered more than three dozen
prestigious awards and 90+ Point scores from
highly respected critics as well as national and
international wine competitions.

PAUL SCOTTO
Winemaker
Paul is the director of winemaking at his family’s wineries
in Lodi, Amador and Napa
Valley where he continues to
pursue his passion for the
creation of small lot premium
wines. Paul's enviable award
winning portfolio includes
numerous wines from all three
wineries including both
varietals and balanced blends.
MITCH COSENTINO
Winemaker
Mitch is the personification of
a "hands-on" winemaker with
his never ending drive and
oversight from the vineyard to
bottle and on to the glass.
Combining his "hands-on"
tradition with a pledge to time
honored Old World techniques,
Mitch is committed to crafting
small lots of extraordinary wines.

A very deep ruby hue accompanied by an
intriguing translucent quality. A mouthfilling palate with elegant character of the
nose displaying black fruit, sweet red plum
and truffle, continuing the expression of
rusticity from the nose on to the long layered
finish framed by richly structured tannins.
93 POINTS, BEST OF CLASS
2018 California State Fair Wine Competition
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2014 CABERNET SAUVIGNON

An intricate blending of fruit from a few
select Napa Valley vineyards Winemaker
Mitch Cosentino has been using in crafting
award-winning wines for many years. It is
a robust yet elegant wine that captures your
senses as it continues to evolve in the glass
revealing layered complexity and "surprises"
around each corner.
93 POINTS, 2017 JamesSuckling.com
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2015 CHARDONNAY

(Released March 2018)
The palate is rich and full exhibiting
pristine balance between fruit, oak and
acidity as it leads to a long, bright, crisp
finish bringing all of the aromatic and
flavor elements together while lingering
on and leaving us wanting another sip.

2014 MERLOT

Bright ruby with a touch of amber
emphasizes its depth. On the nose you
will discover red cherry with accents of
dried rose petals and hints of lilac and
spice. Your first sip will introduce you to
an elegant mouthfeel, finely grained
tannins and bright acidity to offer both
structure and balance while leading to
an intriguing finish.
95 POINTS, GOLD MEDAL
BEST OF CLASS OF REGION
2017 California State Fair Wine Competition
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